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INTRODUCTION 

Of fundamental importance to all living organisms is the ability to synthesize 
DNA efficiently and accurately, thus ensuring the faithful transmission of 
genetic information from parent to offspring. To achieve this objective, all 
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free-living organisms encode several DNA polymerases that fulfill the 
various replicative and repair functions within the cell. Additionally, many 
viruses bypass the host replicative machinery and encode their own poly
merases. At first glance, the DNA polymerases seem a bewilderingly 
disparate group of enzymes, ranging from the small mammalian repair 
polymerase 13, a single subunit of 39 kDa, to the huge multisubunit 
replicative polymerases, exemplified by DNA polymerase III holoenzyme 
of Escherichia coli, which has at least 20 subunits and a combined molecular 
mass close to 900 kDa (1). At an intennediate stage of complexity are 
polymerases such as E. coli DNA polymerase I, having multiple enzymatic 
activities within a single, fairly large, polypeptide chain. 

Despite the rich variety within the DNA polymerase family, it seems 
likely that, at heart, all DNA polymerases are variations on a single theme. 
In every case the function of the core polymerase activity is to add 
deoxynucleotides onto the growing end of a DNA primer strand; the 
difference between repairing a short patch of DNA in a bacterium and 
replicating the 46 chromosomes of Homo sapiens is one of scale, not of 
chemistry. The underlying similarity between DNA polymerases is suggested 

by complementation in vivo between polymerases of quite different types 
(2-4). Studies of polymerase accuracy, an important attribute of enzymes 
of this type, also imply that many (though not all) of the physicochemical 
mechanisms used to discriminate between correct and incorrect basepairs 
have been preserved throughout this family of enzymes (5, and references 
cited therein). 

Perhaps the most compelling argument for an underlying similarity among 
polymerases is provided by the analysis of protein sequences; although there 
is little discernible resemblance overall between the sequences of distantly 
related polymerases, it appears that a small number of crucial active-site 
residues are conserved (summarized in Figure 1 ) .  The sequence conservation 
not only encompasses the currently identified families of DNA polymerases 
(6), but can also be extended to reverse transcriptases, RNA replicases, and 
DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (7), implying that the basic mechanism 
of phosphoryl transfer required for polynucleotide synthesis is preserved, 
but that different enzyme families possess variable features that differentiate 
between utilization of ribo- or deoxyribo-substrates. That such features are 
relatively subtle and not central to the overall reaction mechanism is 
suggested by the observations that polymerases can utilize their "unnatural 
substrate," albeit at suboptimal efficiency or when minor adjustments are 
made to the reaction conditions (1, 8), and that the retroviral life-cycle 
requires that reverse transcriptases use both RNA and DNA templates. 

A valuable consequence of the probable similarity between polymerases 
is that structure-function studies pursued on those polymerases that are 
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Figure 1 Alignment of the major conserved sequence regions of the polymerase families. The 
listed motifs are based on published compilations: Ref. 6 for the Pol I and Pol a families, Ref. 
104 for the Pol fl family and DNA-dependent RNA polymerases, and Ref. 182 for the 
RNA-dependent polymerases. Positions that are almost invariably occupied by a hydrophobic 
amino acid are indicated by "h." Hyphens denote nonconserved positions; parentheses are used 
to indicate length variations within a motif. Following published conventions, conserved sequence 
blocks in the Pol I family are numbered 1 through 5 according to Delarue et a1 (7), with the 
addition of motif 2a according to Blanco et a1 (183), the Pol a sequences are labeled according 
to Wong et al (184), and the RNA-dependent polymerase sequences according to Poch et al (182). 
For clarity, some of the motifs that are conserved within individual families are not shown. The 
black lines indicate a proposed alignment (7) that gives two motifs, A and C (labeled at the top 
of the figure), common to the entire polymerase family, containing two invariant aspartatcs and 
another highly conserved acidic residue (in motif C). Motif B, containing an invariant lysine, is 
common to DNA-dependent polymerases (7, 104). As discussed later, mutagenesis experiments 
provide evidence of the importance of these invariant amino acids (highlighted in the figure). An 
alternative alignment between the Pol I and Pol c< families indicated by shaded lines (183) seems 
to us to be less satisfactory, since it gives less good conservation of the carboxyJates and more 
variable spacing in regions corresponding to a-helices in the Klenow fragment structure. 

simpler and more amenable to such studies are likely to provide information 
of relevance to all polymerases. Currently, the high-resolution structures of 
two DNA polymerases have been published (9-11 ). They are the Klenow 
fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I and the reverse transcriptase from 
the human immunodeficiency virus HIV -1. In this review we explore the 
inferences that can be drawn from a detailed examination of these two 
structures, together with the available biochemical and genetic data, and 
the extent to which these deductions can be applied to other polymerases. 
The focus of our review is confined to structural and mechanistic aspects 
of the reactions catalyzed by DNA polymerases; to place this information 
in its biological context, the reader is referred to the book by Kornberg & 

Baker (1), and to recent reviews in this series on prokaryotic DNA replication 
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( 12), eukaryotic DNA polymerases (13), and DNA replication fidelity (14, 

15). 

POLYMERASE STRUCTURES 

The three-dimensional structures of Klenow fragment and HIV -1 reverse 
transcriptase will be described in detail. Additionally, though not strictly within 
the scope of this review, the structure of the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase 
from bacteriophage T7 (16) will be considered briefly, since its similarity to 
the other two structures lends additional weight to the idea of a fundamental 
similarity among all polymerases. Several other polymerase structures are in 
progress so that, in the not too distant future, it should be possible to evaluate 
the ideas presented here in the context of a wider range of polymerase 
structures. 

Klenow fragment and HIV -1 reverse transcriptase, representing two dis
tinct classes of DNA polymerase, show substantial differences in their overall 

molecular properties. Klenow fragment normally uses a DNA template 
(although it can use RNA, Ref. 8), while reverse transcriptase uses both 
RNA and DNA. Both enzymes have an associated nuclease domain, but 
the nuc1eases serve different functions in the two cases. In Klenow fragment, 
the associated 3'-5' exonuclease functions to edit polymerase errors by 
removing incorrectly incorporated nucleotides from the primer terminus (1). 
The RNase H activity of reverse transcriptase cleaves the RNA template 
strand of the RNA-DNA duplex product (17). There are also differences in 
quaternary structure; Klenow fragment is a monomer, while HIV -1 reverse 
transcriptase is a dimer of different-sized subunits derived from the same 
sequence. In contrast to these rather obvious global differences between the 
two enzymes, there are equally striking similarities between the two when 

the polymerase active-site regions are examined in detail. 

Structure of Klenow Fragment 

Three different crystalline complexes have been solved from a tetragonal 
crystal form grown from high salt. The complex of Klenow fragment with 
deoxynucleoside monophosphate at the exonuclease active site has been 
refined at 2.5 A resolution (LS Beese, TA Steitz, unpublished). The complex 
with oligo(dT)4 at the exonuclease site has been refined at 2.6 A resolution 
(18). Finally, an editing complex containing 11 basepairs of duplex DNA 
has been refined at 3.2 A resolution (19). A trigonal crystal form grown 
at low ionic strength from polyethylene glycol diffracts anisotropically to 
2.8-3.5 A resolution and has been partially refined (JM Friedman, TA 
Steitz, unpublished). It should be noted that the model-built structures 
derived by Modak and colleagues (20) are incorrect in many details and 
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should not be considered appropriate substitutes for the experimentally 
derived structures. 

The overall structure of Klenow fragment, initially determined at 3.3 A 
resolution, showed very clearly that the 68-kDa molecule consists of two 
domains (Figure 2a): a larger C-terminal domain with a very prominent 
cleft, and a smaller globular N-terminal domain (9). A large number of 
experiments have shown conclusively that the 3' -5 ' exonuclease active site 
is located on the small N-terminal domain of Klenow fragment, while the 
polymerase active site is located in the cleft of the larger C-terminal domain. 
Thus, in the initial crystallographic studies, deoxynucleoside monophos
phate, the product of the exonuclease reaction, was found to bind to the 
small domain (9); more recently, a binding site for deoxynucleoside triphos
phate, the substrate for the polymerase reaction, has been observed on the 
large domain (21 ) .  As described in more detail below, the proposed locations 
for the exonuclease active site (around the deoxynucleoside monophosphate 
binding site) and the polymerase active site (within the cleft of the large 
domain) are strongly supported by site-directed mutagenesis data and protein 
sequence alignments. Moreover, expression of the DNA encoding the large 
C-terminal domain gave a protein product that had DNA polymerase activity 
but no exonuclease activity (22). 

The polymerase domain of Klenow fragment can be divided into three 
subdomains, named "palm," "fingers," and "thumb" for their anatomical 
analogy to a right hand (Figure 3). The palm subdomain contains a �-sheet 
that forms the base of the cleft and contains the catalytic residues (see 
below); the fingers subdomain is virtually all a-helix and forms one wall 
of the cleft, while the thumb subdomain has two long antiparallel a-helices 
that interact as coiled coils forming the other side of the cleft. A 50-amino
acid region at the tip of the thumb subdomain was partially disordered in 
the original description of the structure (9). This region is now seen, both 
in the low-salt trigonal crystal form and in the complex with duplex DNA , 
to contain two additional short a-helices and some connecting strands (19). 
The tips of the fingers and thumb subdomains are in contact so that the 
cleft is, in fact, more accurately described as a tunnel. 

Binding sites for divalent metal ions (magnesium, manganese, and zinc) 
have been located crystallographic ally on both the 3' -5' exonuclease and 
the polymerase domains. Two metal ions are bound to carboxylate ligands 
at the 3'-5' exonuclease active site in the presence of deoxynucleoside 
monophosphate ( 1 8 ,  23) and have been proposed to play a pivotal role in 
catalysis, as described in a later section. Magnesium, manganese, or zinc 
ions bind to the polymerase domain at the bottom of the cleft if the high-salt 
crystals are transferred from ammonium sulfate into lithium sulfate (LS 
Beese, TA Steitz, unpublished). No crystallographic information is available 
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on the binding of metal ions to the polymerase active site in the presence 
of DNA and deoxynucleoside triphosphate substrates. 

Structure of HIV-l Reverse Transcriptase 

HIV - 1  reverse transcriptase can employ either RNA or DNA as a template, 
yielding either RNA-DNA hybrid or duplex DNA products (24) . DNA 
synthesis from the viral RNA as template is initiated in vivo by human 
tRNA1Ys, whose 3' end partially unfolds and forms 18 basepairs of duplex 
with the viral RNA primer-binding site (24, 25). The HIV-l  reverse 
transcriptase is processed initially from the pol gene products as a 66-kDa 
polypeptide having an N-terminal polymerase and a C-terminal RNase H 
domain (26, 27). Subsequent proteolytic cleavage of the homodimer of the 
66-kDa subunits removes the RNase H domain from one subunit, leaving 
a heterodimer containing one 66-kDa subunit (p66) and one 51-kDa subunit 
(pSI) (28, 29). In the p66-pSI heterodimer, only the p66 subunit has 
polymerase activity, as shown by the observation that mutations of essential 
active-site residues eliminate polymerase activity only when present on the 
p66 subunit (30, 3 1). The p66 subunit also contains the single binding site 
for non-nucleoside inhibitors such as Nevirapine (32). The heterodimer, but 
not the isolated subunits, interacts in I: I stoichiometry with the tRNA primer 
(33). A dimeric structure may be typical of most retroviral reverse trans
criptases (24); recent results (34) suggest that even those enzymes, such as 
Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase, which are monomeric 
in solution, may dimerize when bound to their substrate nucleic acid 
(although in this case the enzymatically active form would be a homodimer). 

Since HIV - l  reverse transcriptase is the target of currently approved 
anti-AIDS drugs, extensive efforts have been directed towards establishing 
its structure. Initial crystallization experiments led to numerous crystal forms 
(35 , 36), none of which diffracted beyond 6 A resolution. Two strategies 
aimed at reducing the inherent flexibility of this polymerase, and conse
quently improving the resolution to which crystals diffract, have been 
successful: cocrystallization with an inhibitor, and cocrystallization with a 
monoclonal antibody Fab fragment and DNA. High-resolution structures have 

( 

Figure 2 (a) Schematic representation of the Klenow fragment structure, with a-helices shown 
as spiral ribbons and j3-strands as arrows. The extent of the separate 3'-5' exonuclease domain 
is indicated by darker shading. The catalytically important carboxylate side chruns at the 
polymerase (P) and exonuclease sites are shown. (b) A similar representation of HIV-I reverse 
transcriptase. The pSI subunit of the heterodimer is shown with the lightest shading. Within 
the p66 subunit, the RNase H domain is more darkly shaded to distinguish it from the polymerase 
and connection regions. The catalytically important carboxylate side chains at the polymerase 
site (P) are shown; the two metal ions at the RNase H site are shown as black spheres. These 
figures were made by Joe Jager. 
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shown as cylinders and �-strands as arrows (reproduced from Ref. 37). The molecules are positioned with their palm subdomains oriented identically. The amino acid 
sequence numbers give an approximate indication of the boundaries of secondary structural features. Note that further refinement of the Klenow fragment structure (LS 
Beese, TA Steitz, unpublished) has allowed identification of four additional helices (HJ, H2o OJ, and 02) that were not apparent on the original 3.3 A structure (9). As 
previously noted (37), the similarities observed in the two polymerase structures do not exactly parallel the sequence alignments proposed by Delarue et al (7). Thus, 
the two structures diverge immediately following the invariant aspartate of motif A (although the extended sequence alignment may well be structurally justified within 
individual polymerasefamilies). Conversely, although there is no apparent primary sequence similarity, one can use the structural similarities to extend motif C, which 
encompasses the sequences of �-strands 12 and 13 in Klenow fragment and 9 and 10 in reverse transcriptase. so as to overlap helices Q (Klenow fragment) with E 
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been reported for the complex of HIV -1 reverse transcriptase with the 
non-nucleoside inhibitor Nevirapine (initially at 3.5 A, and now partially 
refined at 2.9 A resolution, Refs. 10, 37), and for the complex with an 
antibody Fab fragment and 18 basepairs of double-stranded DNA (at 3.0 A 
resolution, Ref. 11). Additionally, the structure of the isolated RNase H 
domain of HIV-I reverse transcriptase has been solved at 2.4 A (38), and 
two separate determinations of the structure of the homologous E. coli 
RNase H, at 2.0 and 1.5 A resolution, have been described (39, 40). 

The structure of the polymerase-proficient p66 subunit of HlV -I reverse 
transcriptase is analogous to that of Klenow fragment in several ways. It 
has a very pronounced domain structure (Figure 2b), which reflects its 
enzymatic activities. The RNase H activity resides on a separate C-terminal 
domain joined via the "connection" subdomain to the three subdomains that 
form the polymerase region (10). The three polymerase subdomains can be 
described as fingers, palm, and thumb of a right hand, and together they 
form a large cleft, reminiscent of the cleft in the polymerase domain of 
Klenow fragment (Figure 3). The binding sites for two divalent metal ions 
on the RNase H domain have been located crystallographic ally (10, 38), 
but the binding sites for divalent metal ions on the polymerase domain have 
yet to be determined. Although comparison of the two reverse transcriptase 
complexes (one with Nevirapine, the other with DNA and an Fab fragment) 
shows that the overall structure of the protein is similar in the two complexes, 
there are significant differences in the relative orientations of the subdomains, 
particularly the RNase H (see Figure 8, in a later section). It is unclear 
which of the three ligands is responsible for the differences in the structure 
or whether crystal packing influences the structure. 

The structure provides an obvious rationale for the lack of polymerase 
activity in the p51 subunit of the heterodimer (30, 31). Although the two 
subunits have the same amino acid sequence throughout the polymerase 
region, and similar tertiary structures within each subdomain, the overall 
conformation of the polymerase domain of p66 is astonishingly different 
from that of p51, due to differences in the relative positioning of subdomains 
(10). If the palm subdomains of the two subunits are identically oriented, 
then the pSI subunit has the fingers closer to the palm and the thumb 
subdomain further from the fingers and palm. The connection subdomain 
lies within and fills the expanded cleft between thumb and palm in pSI, 
so that the pSI subunit has no cleft and hence no binding site for the 
primer-template. The polymerase domain of p66 is not related to pSt by a 
two-fold rotation axis; rather. the two domains interact in a more head-to-tail 
arrangement that results from a 16 A translation and an approximately 740 
rotation of one palm subdomain relative to the other. 
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Comparison of Polymerase Domain Structures in Reverse 
Transcriptase and Klenow Fragment 

A comparison of the crystal structures of the two polymerase domains (10, 
37 , 41) shows that the three subdomains (palm, fingers , and thumb) that 
form the cleft (Figure 3) appear to be functionally related. The palm 
subdomains that lie at the bottom of the polymerase cleft in both enzymes 
show substantial structural similarity (10), such that it is possible to super
impose 45 Ca atoms from two a-helices and three �-strands with an rms 
deviation of 1.6 A (Figure 4) . Particularly significant is the virtually identical 
positioning of three carboxylate residues (Asp705 , Asp882, and Glu883 of 
Klenow fragment; Asp 110, Asp 185, and Asp 186 of reverse transcriptase) , 
which have been shown by mutagenesis studies to be crucial for polymerase 
activity (42-46) . In the alignment of all polymerase sequences proposed by 
Delarue et al (7), two of these residues are the invariant aspartates of 
sequence motifs A and C; the third (the Asp186/GIu883 residue) is highly 
conserved (Figure 1). Multiple magnesium or manganese ions have been 
observed to bind to this trio of carboxyl groups in Klenow fragment (LS 
Beese, TA Steitz, unpublished; 10, 19) . Thus it appears that these carboxyl 
groups with associated divalent metal ions form the catalytic center of these 
two polymerases and are a vital feature that is common to all polymerases. 

Figure 4 Superposition of a portion of the palm subdomains of Klenow fragment (in darker 
shading) and HIV - 1  reverse transcri ptase, showing the ct -carbon backbone and the three conserved 
carboxylate residues. Reproduced from Ref. 37. 
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Figure 5 (a) Stereo representation of the a-carbon backbone ofthe polymerase domain ofKlenow 
fragment showing side chains that are conserved in DNA polymerases of the Pol I family (6). 
The darker-shaded residues are identical in at least eight of the nine sequences; those with lighter 
shading are conserved in at least six of the sequences. (b) A similar representation of the 
polymerase domain of HIV -I reverse transcriptase showing side chains that are conserved in the 
alignment of five reverse transcriptase sequences (26). The darker-shaded side chains are identical 
in the five sequences; lighter shading indicates side chains that are conserved in four out of the 
five sequences. In both (a) and (b), only solvent-accessible side chains are shown. Reproduced 
from Ref. 37. 

In both Klenow fragment and reverse transcriptase, the functional importance 
of the cleft region could also be inferred from the clustering, particularly 
at the base of the cleft, of side chains that are invariant or highly conserved 
in the respective polymerase families (Figure 5). 

The thumb subdomains of the two polymerase structures appear to be 
functionally analogous rather than truly structurally homologous. In reverse 
transcriptase the thumb consists of three a-helices and one extended strand, 
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which had previously been tentatively assigned as an a-helix ( 10, 11, 37). 
In Klenow fragment the thumb is made up of two longer antiparalle1 a-helices 
with a small globular domain at its tip consisting of two short helices and 
short stretches of random coil (19). Not only do the structures of the thumb 
regions differ in detail, but their relative location in the gene sequence is 
also different in the two enzymes. The thumb sequence occurs before the 
palm and fingers sequences in Klenow fragment, but after these sequences 
in reverse transcriptase. In both polymerases, however, the thumb subdomain 
appears to serve the same purpose, interacting with the minor groove of 
the duplex nucleic acid product of DNA synthesis, and moving in response 
to the binding of DNA (11, 19, 47) (see below). 

The fingers subdomains of Klenow fragment and reverse transcriptase 
bear no structural resemblance to one another. In Klenow fragment this 
region is predominantly a-helical, whereas in reverse transcriptase it is 
mixed a-helix and �-sheet. Consistent with the lack of any structural 
relatedness, the fingers subdomain of Klenow fragment contains the B 
sequence motif (Figure 1), which is present only in DNA-dependent poly
merases and is not seen in RNA-dependent polymerases such as the reverse 
transcriptase family (7). This motif is located on the 0 helix of Klenow 
fragment (Figure 3), which has no structural counterpart in reverse trans
criptase. Nevertheless, as discussed below, it is possible that the fingers 
region fulfills the same role in both polymerases, that of interacting with 
the template strand close to the site of synthesis. 

Comparison with the Structure of T7 RNA Polymerase 

The recently reported structure of T7 RNA polymerase (16) shows a striking 
similarity to Klenow fragment. Not only do the conserved A, B, and C 
motifs occur in similar spatial relationships, with conserved residues similarly 
located, but nearly all the secondary structure elements within the polymerase 
domain are equivalently located. Mutational studies have demonstrated the 
importance of Asp537 and Asp8I2, corresponding to the invariant carbox
ylates of motifs A and C respectively, and Lys63 1, an invariant residue of 
motif B in DNA-directed polymerases (48, 49). Like the two structures 
described above, T7 RNA polymerase also seems to be built in a modular 
fashion, having an N-terminal domain that is structurally unrelated to any 
of the domains of Klenow fragment or reverse transcriptase, and that appears 
to carry out functions specific to RNA synthesis. 

POLYMERASE ACTIVE SITE 

A complete structural description of the enzymatic mechanism of the 
polymerase reaction and the enzyme's role in maintaining accuracy will 
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require a high-resolution structure of a stable ternary complex containing 
both substrates, the deoxynucleoside triphosphate and the primer-template. 
While such information is not yet available, structural data from binary 
complexes with either deoxynucleoside triphosphate or duplex DNA, com
bined with extensive site-directed mutagenesis and kinetic studies, provide 
some useful insights into active-site location and the role of particular side 
chains in the polymerase reaction. 

As indicated above, distinct functions in the polymerase reaction have 
been proposed for each of the three subdomains of the polymerase region 
(10). The palm subdomain contains the catalytic center, the binding site for 
the 3' terminus of the primer strand, and contributes to the dNTP-binding 
site. From the available structural and sequence data, it seems likely to be 
the most conserved part among all polymerases. The fingers subdomain 

binds and orients the template strand across from the primer terminus and 
may also form part of the dNTP-binding site. The three published polymerase 
structures (9-11, 16), together with protein sequence alignments (7), suggest 
that there are at least two families of structures for the fingers: The mixed 
n-helix and f3-sheet structure found in reverse transcriptase is hypothesized 
to occur in polymerases that use RNA as a template; the n-helical structure 
found in Klenow fragment and T7 RNA polymerase is predicted to be 
typical of DNA-dependent polymerases. The helical thumb, which is attached 
flexibly to the rest of the polymerase domain, contacts the minor groove 
of the product duplex (1 1 ,  19). The flexibility of this subdomain may be 
important in allowing access of the primer-template to the binding site, and 
in translocation of the product after dNTP incorporation. 

Binding of Primer-Template 

Essential to understanding the structural basis of polymerase function is a 
detailed knowledge of the complex between the primer-template DNA and 
the enzyme. Although there is as yet no high-resolution structure of a 
complex between Klenow fragment and duplex DNA in which the 3' end 
of the primer strand is bound in the polymerase active site, a complex with 
an I1-basepair duplex DNA having a 3-nucleotide 3' overhang bound at 
the 3'-5 ' exonuclease site has been partially refined at 3.2 A resolution ( 1 9) .  
While this structure corresponds to an editing complex, the location of  the 
duplex portion of the DNA may provide useful insights into the polymerase 
primer-template complex. Recently, the structure of HIV -1 reverse trans
criptase complexed with both a monoclonal F ab and an 18-basepair duplex 
DNA with a single-nucleotide 5' overhang bound to the polymerase active 
site has been solved at 3 A resolution. These structures, taken together with 

the results of model-building, mutagenesis, and chemical modification, 
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Figure 6 Structure of Klenow fragment complexed with DNA. The a-carbon backbone of 
Klenow fragment is shown, with the 3'-5' exonuclease domain lightly shaded. The DNA, shown 
as a full-atom representation, was derived from the cocrystal structure of an editing complex (19). 
The position of the dCTP molecule shown was derived from the structure of the enzyme-dNTP 
binary complex (21). The three conserved carboxylates at the polymerase active site are shown. 
Reproduced from Ref. 37. 

provide a useful, if incomplete, picture of primer-template binding to the 
polymerase active site. 

Although only one cleft was apparent in the initial Klenow fragment 
structure (9), the cocrystal structure of Klenow fragment with duplex DNA 

(19) shows the existence of two deep clefts that lie nearly at right angles 

to each other (Figure 6). The cleft within the polymerase domain was 
identified as the probable location of the polymerase active site initially 
because of the cluster of residues that are conserved between T7 DNA 
polymerase and Klenow fragment (9, 50). Its size and extensive positive 
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electrostatic potential (5 1)  made it a plausible binding site for the primer
template, and this inference was supported by the location within the cleft 
of two mutations that cause defects in DNA binding (52). Although the 
binding of primer-template to the polymerase cleft is now established, the 
accumulating evidence has recently been recognized to indicate that the 
initially modeled direction of DNA synthesis (9), in which the primer strand 
entered the cleft from the end furthest from the 3'-5' exonuclease domain, 
is not correct (l 0, 19). The initial model was inconsistent with the increas
ingly precise localization of the polymerase active site provided by subse
quent mutagenesis studies (45, 46). Moreover, the orientation of DNA in 
the polymerase cleft of Klenow fragment was opposite to that deduced for 
HIV-I reverse transcriptase (10), even though the high degree of structural 
homology in the polymerase clefts of these two proteins would require a 
similar mode of binding if the active sites were to function analogously. 
The cocrystal structure of Klenow fragment with duplex DNA indicated 
how DNA could be bound to Klenow fragment so as to approach the 
polymerase active site from the same direction as in reverse transcriptase 
(19). In the cocrystal, the II-basepair duplex DNA was bound in a second 
cleft whose axis is roughly orthogonal to the cleft that contains the poly
merase active site (Figures 6 and 7). Four single-stranded nucleotides at the 
3' end of the primer strand bound to the exonuclease active site identically 
to the previously described complexes with single-stranded DNA (18, 53). 
This second cleft is in part formed by a significant movement of the thumb 
towards the DNA with which it is interacting and by stabilization of the 
subdomain at the tip of the thumb that is highly disordered in the apo-struc
ture (9). Extensive interactions are seen across the minor groove between 
the backbone phosphates of the duplex DNA and amino acid side chains 
from the thumb subdomain that are highly conserved in the Pol I family 
(6). These include Arg631 and Lys635 (region 2a, Figure I), Asn675 and 
Asn678 Gust beyond region 2b), and a conserved motif (region 1) at the 
tip of the thumb. The conservation of residues that interact with the duplex 
DNA implies that the binding site observed in the editing complex is 
biochemically relevant, and supports the contention that it may also be the 
duplex DNA-binding site employed when DNA is bound to the polymerase 
active site. In this case, the primer strand would approach the polymerase 
catalytic site from the direction of the 3'-5' exonuclease domain and the 
large cleft in the polymerase domain would bind the single-stranded template 
strand beyond the site of DNA synthesis (Figure 7). 

The location of the polymerase active site centered on the three carbox
ylates, Asp705, Asp882, and Glu883 (Figure 6), together with the position 
of the duplex DNA observed in the cocrystal structure, implies that the 
duplex DNA upstream of the primer terminus is severely bent when the 
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Figure 7 Direction of DNA synthesis and relative location of polymerase ("P") and nuclease 
active sites in Klenow fragment (a) and HIV-l reverse transcriptase (b). For Klenow fragment, 
"E" indicates the 3'-5' exonuclease active site; in reverse transcriptase, the two metal ions mark 
the location of the RNase H active site. Note that the direction of DNA synthesis relative to the 
conserved polymerase catalytic subdomain appears likely to be the same for both polymerases. 
Reproduced from Ref. 41. 

primer terminus is in the polymerase active site. While this predicted DNA 
bend and the narrowness of the polymerase cleft discouraged detailed model 
building, placement of the primer terminus near the catalytic carboxylates 
necessarily positions the template strand in contact with the fingers sub
domain (Figure 7). Therefore, in addition to any role the fingers domain 
might have in binding the deoxynucleoside triphosphate substrate (see 
below), it must also play a significant role in binding the template strand 
(19). 

The model deduced for binding of DNA to the polymerase site of Klenow 
fragment is broadly consistent with a number of biochemical studies. It is 
important to realize, however, that, because a large area of the protein is 
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proposed to be in contact with the DNA, and because of limitations in the 
resolution of the techniques used, very few of these experiments provide 
information at a sufficient level of detail to constrain the model-building 
process. Thus, the observation that mutation or chemical modification of 
residues at many different locations within the polymerase cleft has an effect 
on DNA binding (45, 46, 54-56) is as expected; indeed, it would be 
surprising if this were not so. The labeling of Tyr766 by a photoaffinity 
probe at the primer terminus is likewise consistent with the general location 
of the polymerase catalytic site (57). Chemical footprinting (58), fluores
cence (59, 60), and photocrosslinking (57) experiments together indicate 
that 5-8 basepairs of duplex DNA are covered by Klenow fragment when 
the primer terminus is at the polymerase site. The range of values probably 
reflects, on the one hand, the particular requirements for access of the 
footprinting reagent and, on the other, uncertainties as to the precise 
orientation of fluorescent or photoactivatable probes attached to DNA; again, 
the data are consistent with the proposed model but are insufficiently 
discriminating to rule out alternatives that could be proposed. Using time
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, it has been concluded that more of the 
duplex DNA upstream of the primer terminus is drawn into the binding site 
when the 3' terminus is at the 3'-5' exonuclease active site (60). The 
proposed model (19) suggests a difference of 2-3 basepairs between the 
polymerase and exonuclease binding modes; it does not appear able to 
accommodate the 9-nucleotide difference inferred from experiments that 
compared the effect of a bulky DNA substituent on the two enzymatic 
reactions (61). This latter experimental result may, however, be reconcilable 
with the model if, for example, there were a region at the junction of the 
two clefts where a bulky substituent on the DNA could be tolerated. 

When the first high-resolution crystal structure of HIV -1 reverse trans
criptase was determined, a model of a binary complex with an A-form 
DNA-RNA hybrid was constructed by assuming that the 3' end of the primer 
strand should be placed near to the catalytic carboxylates, Aspl lO, Asp185, 
and Asp186, and that a phosphate of the RNA template strand should lie 
adjacent to the metal ions at the RNase H active site (10). Employing a 
rise per residue of 3 A, 19-20 nucleotides were estimated to lie between 
these two active sites (Figure 8a). Whereas earlier biochemical studies had 
suggested a distance of 15-16 nucleotides between the polymerase and 
RNase H active sites (62), more recent experiments, using short incubation 
times and single-turnover conditions, gave a distance of 18-19 nucleotides, 
in good agreement with the structural model (63, 64). 

More recently, the structure of HIV -1 reverse transcriptase complexed 
with a duplex DNA oligonucleotide and the Fab fragment of a non-inhibiting 
antibody has been described at 3.0 A resolution (11). The positioning of 
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the duplex DNA observed experimentally is nearly identical to the model
built A-form DNA-RNA hybrid. However, the duplex DNA is more nearly 
B-form except in the vicinity of the polymerase active site (where it is 
A-form), and is significantly distorted (Figure 8b), with a bend at the 
junction of the A-form and B-form segments. This bend is not as large as 
the one predicted to occur in the Klenow fragment complex and is in the 
opposite direction. 

The structure of the DNA complex raises the intriguing possibility that 
reverse transcriptases may constrain their template-primer to adopt an A-form 

conformation at the polymerase site (11); this would permit the use of either 
RNA or DNA templates, as required during retroviral replication, since both 
can be A-form, whereas RNA does not adopt a B-form conformation. 
Model-building the template strand, either in the RNA-DNA hybrid (10) or 
by extending from the DNA complex (11) (assuming, in either case, that 
the template continues as an A-form helix beyond the primer terminus) 
indicates contacts with the fingers subdomain,  with the antiparallel �-ribbon 
formed by strands 3 and 4 (Figure 3) fitting the minor groove side of a 
template in A-form (Figure 9). By contrast, DNA polymerases, such as 
Klenow fragment, might favor binding of a B-form template-primer, sub
stantially reducing the efficiency of RNA-templated reactions (8). Thus, it 
is tempting to speculate that the fingers subdomain (whose structure, as 
noted earlier, is very different in Klenow fragment and HIV-l reverse 
transcriptase) plays a significant role in determining the template specificity 

of a polymerase, perhaps by constraining the substrate into the appropriate 
A-form or B-form conformation at the polymerase active site. 

The binding of a DNA primer-template to crystals of reverse transcriptase 
results in substantial movement of the thumb subdomain towards the DNA 
(11, 47), as was observed with Klenow fragment. Just as in Klenow 
fragment, the thumb interacts with the phosphate backbone across the minor 
groove of the product duplex (10, 11) .  Consistent with the structural data , 

UV irradiation of short oligonucleotides (acting as model primers) bound 
to HIV -1 reverse transcriptase resulted in crosslinking to amino acid residues 

( 

Figure 8 (a) The a-carbon backbone of the HIV -1 reverse transcriptase heterodimer with a 
model of an A-form RNA-DNA hybrid duplex. The p66 subunit is shaded to distinguish it from 
pSI. The bound Nevirapine inhibitor is shown in space-filling representation. The 3' end of the 
primer (DNA) strand (gray) is positioned adjacent to the carboxylate side chains of Asp l l O, 
Asp185, and Asp l 86 that define the catalytic center of the polymerase active site; these side 
chains and the three j3-strands on which they are located are shown in black. The two spheres 
indicate the positions of the two divalent metal ions at the RNase H active site and are seen to 
be adjacent to the backbone of the RNA template strand (black). (b) A similar representation to 
(a), showing the experimentally determined position of a B-form DNA duplex (11). The location 
of the polymerase active site is marked by the three j3-strands shown in black. These figures were 
made by Steve Smerdon. 
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Figure 9 The palm and fingers subdomain of HIV-I reverse transcriptase, showing a possible 
interaction between the template strand beyond the site of synthesis and residues in the loop 
between I)-strands 3 and 4 in the fingers subdomain. The model-built primer strand (lightly shaded) 
has its 3' terminus close to the three conserved carboxylate side chains, AspllO, Asp185, and 
Asp186, which are shown in black. The darker template strand of the A-form duplex is suitably 
placed to interact with the loop, whose backbone atoms are indicated by shading . Several residues 
whose mutation renders the virus resistant to the nucleoside analogs, AZT, ddI, and ddC, are 
located in this loop (Asp67, Thr69, Lys70, and Leu74) . The approximate positions of the 
corresponding side chains are shown by dark shading. The remaining positively charged residues 
(Lys64, Lys65, Lys66, Arg72, and Lys73) are lightly shaded. Reproduced from Ref. 37. 

located in the thumb, with Leu289-Thr290 and Leu295-Thr296 as the 
probable sites of labeling (65 , 66). 

Unlike other retroviral reverse transcriptases, HIV-l reverse transcriptase 
is inhibited noncompetitively by several distinct classes of non-nucleoside 
compounds whose chemical structures appear largely unrelated to each other, 
although the isolation of cross-resistant mutants suggests that these com
pounds share a common binding site (67). When HIV-l reverse transcriptase 
was cocrystallized with the non-nucleoside inhibitor Nevirapine (68), the 
molecule was observed to bind to a hydrophobic pocket that lies at the base 
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of the thumb at the junction between the thumb and palm subdomains ( 10) 
(Figure 8a). Consistent with its behavior as a noncompetitive inhibitor (68), 
the Nevirapine-binding site does not overlap the observed or expected binding 
sites for either substrate of the polymerase reaction. The structure suggests 
that inhibition by this molecule may be a consequence of a reduction in 
the mobility of the thumb subdomain ( 10) , since the binding of Nevirapine 
may immobilize the thumb in one orientation relative to the palm. It is 
possible that this fixed orientation may not be precisely correct for posi
tioning the DNA substrate in a manner appropriate for catalysis. Alternatively 

(or additionally) the reduced ability of the thumb to undergo necessary 
conformational changes (a sort of molecular arthritis) may inhibit translo
cation of the duplex product. 

The template-directed synthesis of DNA by HIV -1 reverse transcriptase 
is initiated by the 3' end of human tRNAkYs• Eighteen nucleotides at the 
3' end of the tRNA pair with a specific complementary sequence in the 
viral template (the primer-binding site). It has been hypothesized that the 
D-stem and anticodon stem of the tRNA, which remain folded, interact 
with the p5 I subunit ( 10); this is consistent with the observed binding of 
the tRNA primer to the heterodimer of reverse transcriptase, but not to the 
isolated subunits (33). Chemical crosslinking suggests that the anticodon 
region is in close proximity to the protein (33). Moreover, comparisons of 
the binding of unmodified tRNAs made in vitro and tRNAkYs modified in 
vivo (69, 70) indicate that the modifications on the anticodon loop contribute 
to the specificity of the interaction of HIV -1 reverse transcriptase with its 
primer. Other interactions between the tRNA and the protein are independent 
of RNA sequence (69, 70). Additional selectivity for the primer tRNA is 
provided by complementary basepairing interactions with the viral RNA 
template, involving the unraveled 18 nucleotides at the 3' end of the tRNA, 
and 6 nucleotides of the anticodon loop (69; LA Kohlstaedt, TA Steitz, 
unpublished). In the case of HIV-2 RNA, an additional interaction of about 
6 nucleotides of the T-stem with the RNA template is predicted (71). Since 
reverse transcriptase alone can initiate synthesis from the tRNA primer (69) , 
it must facilitate the partial unfolding of the tRNA and formation of a 
complex structure with the template. 

Nucleotide Binding 

Our understanding of the polymerase reaction will not be complete without 
the identification of the side chains responsible for positioning the dNTP 
substrate, particularly as it is likely that a subset of these interactions will 
play important roles as the reaction proceeds. Information on polymerase
dNTP contacts can, in principle, be derived from a combination of crystal
lographic studies of complexes containing the dNTP, affinity labeling and 
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chemical modification experiments, and the study of mutations that affect 
the binding of nucleotides or their analogs. With all of these approaches, 
however, there are caveats that preclude an unambiguous intetpretation of 
the results, so that our understanding of dNTP-binding remains at a rather 
primitive level. In the fIrst place, although a polymerase-dNTP binary 
complex can be formed, such a complex is not catalytically competent (72). 
This makes sense since the requirement for complementarity between the 
incoming dNTP and the DNA template dictates a substantial degree of 
contact between the nucleotide base and the template-primer. However, it 
means that any structural or labeling data obtained with the binary complex 
must be intetpreted with caution. Secondly, a clear-cut intetpretation of 
mutational data is difficult, since a mutation could influence dNTP binding 
either via its effect on dNTP contact residues, or via an effect on template 
contacts , resulting in a subtle change in position of the opposing template 
base at the dNTP-binding site. With these caveats in mind, we will examine 
the available experimental data on dNTP binding. 

High-resolution crystallographic studies have been carried out on a binary 
complex formed between Klenow fragment and dNTP after the tetragonal 
crystals grown in high salt were transferred to low ionic strength (21). 
Although a complex between 5-Hg UTP, primer-template DNA, and HIV- l 
reverse transcriptase has also been reported (47), the only information 
presented was the position of the Hg substituent at 7 A resolution. In the 
Klenow fragment-dNTP complex, the multiple transfers of the crystals 
resulted in some loss of resolution; however, a plausible model for the 
binary complex could be constructed (Figure 10). Consistent with the ideas 
discussed in the preceding paragraph, the conformation of the nucleotide 
base was not uniquely defined, but varied depending on the identity of the 
dNTP. In each case the base made van der Waals and hydrophobic 
interactions with residues at the bottom of the polymerase cleft, interactions 
that cannot occur when the base is hydrogen-bonded to the opposing template 
base. The location of the nucleotide base is consistent with chemical 
crosslinking experiments that indicated proximity to Tyr766 and His88 1 in 
the binary polymerase-dNTP complex (73, 74), implying that the crystalline 
and solution binary complexes are the same. 

Although no useful conclusions could be drawn from the positions of the 
nucleotide base or sugar, it is possible that the crystalline binary complex 
may be informative in identifying contacts between Klenow fragment and 
the dNTP phosphate groups. The 13 and 'Y phosphates appear to make 
interactions with three positively charged side chains within the cleft (Figure 
10): Arg754 and Lys758 on helix 0 of the fingers subdomain, and Arg682 
on the thumb. Both Arg682 and Lys758 had previously been suggested as 
dNTP contacts on the basis of affinity-labeling experiments (75 ,  76); the 
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Figure 10 Stereo drawing of the dCTP-binding site of Klenow fragment (21 ). The protein is 
viewed looking down into the polymerase cleft , approximately perpendicular to the view shown 
in Figure 3. The side chains of the trio of carboxylates, and of other residues that contact the 
dCTP molecule, are shown in black and numbered. The dCTP molecule is shown in gray. Relevant 
secondary structural features are indicated. This figure was made by Joe Jager . 

data for Arg682 seem particularly persuasive since labeling was carried out 
in the presence of primer-template DNA, so as to probe dNTP binding in 
the ternary complex (75). However, it is disturbing that mutation of either 
of these residues had little or no effect on Km(dNTP) (77; M Astatke, eM 
Joyce, unpublished work). The positioning of the 13 and 'Y phosphates 
inferred from the Klenow fragment-dNTP complex is consistent with data 
from a binary complex of Klenow fragment with pyrophosphate (21),  and 
would place the deoxyribose close to Phe762 and the a-phosphate about 6 
A from the catalytically important side chains of Asp705 and Asp882. 

While biochemical experiments with HIV -1 reverse transcriptase have 
identified the general region of the polymerase active site, a detailed 
interpretation of the role of particular residues cannot be made with the 
methods used. Photo affinity labeling of a binary complex with dTTP resulted 
in crosslinking to Lys73 (78), and an antibody inhibition study suggested 
that dNTP binds in the vicinity of residues 65-73 (79). However, the 
residues implicated by these studies are located on the l3-hairpin that has 
been proposed, from crystallographic work, to bind to the template strand 
(Figure 9), and Lys73 is more than 15  A from the primer terminus ( 10 ,  
1 1 ,  37 ;  J Jager, TA Steitz, unpublished). I t  i s  possible that in  the binary 
complex the thymine base is not in a fixed orientation (as is the case in 
the dNTP complex with Klenow fragment), allowing crosslinking with Lys73 
to occur. Labeling experiments using pyridoxal phosphate were interpreted 
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as indicating a role in dNTP binding for Lys263 (80) , which is, however, 
located on the thumb subdomain, also at a considerable distance from the 
position of the primer terminus (37). Furthermore, a subsequent mutational 
study (8 1)  likewise argues against this interpretation, and kinetic data suggest 
that pyridoxal phosphate is not a good probe for the dNTP site, at least for 
this enzyme (82) . 

A different approach aimed at pinpointing active-site residues that serve 
as important enzyme-substrate contacts is provided by kinetic experiments 
that probe the binding of dNTPs to mutant DNA polymerases . In Klenow 
fragment, mutations that have been found to affect the binding of dNTP in 
the ternary complex (as reflected in Km(dNTP» are located on one side of 
the polymerase cleft within or close to the fingers subdomain. Positions 
identified thus far encompass the N terminus of helix Q (Arg841 and 
Asn845) ,  the exposed face of helix 0 (Tyr766, Phe762, and Arg754), and 
neighboring residues closer to the catalytic center (Asp705 and Glu7 1O) 
(45 , 46; M Astatke, CM Joyce, unpublished) . Since these regions include 
the conserved sequence motifs A (around Asp705) and B (helix 0), it is 
gratifying to note that mutational analyses of the corresponding regions of 
human DNA-polymerase ex and <1>29 DNA polymerase have also identified 
side chains that may play a role in dNTP binding (83-85). An advantage 
of the kinetic approach is that it probes the ternary complex; however, as 
discussed above, it is impossible, in the absence of other structural evidence ,  
to distinguish direct effects from those mediated via template interactions. 
Moreover, the side chains listed above encompass an area much larger than 
the dNTP molecule and therefore cannot all be in direct contact with it. 
Since the region of Klenow fragment implicated by these studies is thought 
to make extensive contacts with the template strand, a reasonable interpre
tation is that a subset of the residues mentioned above are in direct contact 
with the dNTP, while the remainder bind the template DNA. 

In a similar way, studies on mutations that influence the binding of DNA 
polymerase inhibitors have the potential to provide information on polymer
ase-dNTP contacts. However, the location of mutations in HIV- l reverse 
transcriptase that result in resistance of the virus to one or more of the 
chain-terminating nucleoside analogs AZT, ddI, and ddC (86--89) is entirely 
consistent with the conclusion that the mutated side chains are involved in 
positioning the template strand (10) .  Among the residues whose mutation 
confers drug resistance, Asp67, Thr69 , and Lys70 are on the antiparallel 
�-hairpin that is proposed to bind and orient the template strand (Figure 
9). Residues Thr215 and Lys217 ,  at the junction between fingers and palm, 
also appear to interact with the model-built template strand (10) , while 
Leu74 and Met41 could stabilize and position the antiparallel �-hairpin. An 
intriguing parallel may also exist in Klenow fragment: Mutation of Tyr766, 
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which is located on the fingers domain in the vicinity of the model-built 
template strand, affects the discrimination between deoxy and dideoxy 
nucleotide substrates (eM Joyce, unpublished) and also influences polymer
ase fidelity at the level of dNTP insertion (90) . 

In conclusion, it is clear that in the catalytically competent ternary complex 
the dNTP a-phosphate must be close to the carboxylates at the polymerase 
catalytic center. The precise position of the rest of the molecule remains 
to be established, although the available data are suggestive of contacts with 
the neighboring part of the palm subdomain and perhaps with the fingers 
subdomain.  Contacts with the dNTP base must be provided by the primer 
terminus and the template strand, whose position also seems likely to be 
determined by contacts with the fingers region. 

Catalysis of the Polymerase Reaction 
The polymerase active site catalyzes a nucleophilic attack by the 3 '  hydroxyl 
of the primer terminus on the dNTP a-phosphate, with release of pyrophos
phate . Allowing for relatively subtle variations to accommodate ribo- or 
deoxyribo-derivatives,  it seems reasonable to predict an essentially similar 
chemical pathway for all polymerases, regardless of whether synthesis is 
templated by DNA or RNA or whether the final product is DNA or RNA. 
The stereochemical outcome of the reaction, determined for several DNA 
polymerases, is consistent with an "in-line" nucleophilic displacement pro
ceeding via a pentacovalent transition state or intermediate (91-96). The 
reaction pathway has been extensively characterized for several polymerases, 
including Klenow fragment (97), the DNA polymerases of bacteriophages 
T7 (98) and T4 (99), and HIV- 1 reverse transcriptase (63, 100, 101) .  In 
every case there is an obligatory order of substrate binding, with initial 
formation of the enzyme-nucleic acid binary complex being required for 
productive binding of the dNTP to form a catalytically competent ternary 
complex. For at least some of the enzymes studied, the reaction pathway 
includes, in addition to the chemical step, one or more nonchemical 
transformations (63, 97 , 98) . Thus, for Klenow fragment, the chemical step 
is both preceded and followed by slow nonchemical processes that may 
play a part in maintaining polymerase accuracy ( 102, 103) . These non
chemical steps are frequently described as conformational changes, although 
the precise nature of such changes is unknown at present. It is important 
to bear in mind that such a change could involve either enzyme or substrate 
molecules (or both) , and need not necessarily be large in structural terms 
in order to be kinetically significant. 

An active-site residue that plays a role in catalysis may do so by 
accelerating any one of the steps of the reaction.  Depending on the nature 
of the side chain, it could intervene directly in the chemical step, e .g .  as 
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a general acid or base, it could accelerate either the chemical or nonchemical 
steps by preferential binding to the relevant transition state, or it could be 
binding a catalytically essential cofactor such as a metal ion. It is probably 
unrealistic to categorize active-site residues as involved exclusively in either 
substrate binding or catalysis, since some overlap between these functions 
is inevitable; moreover, an unambiguous assignment of mechanistic roles is 
virtually impossible in the absence of detailed structural infonnation on the 
relevant substrate complexes. Thus far, most of the experimental evidence 
for the participation of particular residues in catalysis has been provided by 
mutagenesis studies. Removal of a putative catalytic residue by mutation 
should cause a substantial decrease in the reaction rate; further studies on 
the mutant protein can then dissect further the involvement (if any) of the 
side chain in substrate binding, and identify the particular step of the reaction 
that is affected. In some cases, the study of a series of substitutions at a 
particular position may lead to inferences about the mechanistic role of the 
mutated side chain. 

In the complex of HIV - 1  reverse transcriptase with an oligonucleotide 
( 1 1 ) ,  the DNA primer tenninus interacts with the palm region of the 
polymerase domain, placing the 3 '  -hydroxyl, the attacking nucleophile in 
the polymerase reaction, close to the three proposed catalytic aspartate side 
chains (positions 1 10 ,  185, and 1 86) (Figure l la).  The structurally and 
functionally equivalent residues in Klenow fragment are Asp705 , Asp882, 
and Glu883. Substitutions of Asp705 or Asp882 are among the most 
deleterious mutations isolated to date in Klenow fragment, while the effect 
of mutations at Glu883 is more modest (45, 46). The role of the three 
carboxylate residues in Klenow fragment has been examined further by 
determining the elemental effect for incorporation of an a-thio-substituted 
dNTP. The results indicated that Asp882 and Glu883 may play some role 
in the chemical step of the polymerase reaction, with the side chain of 
Asp882 being located extremely close to the dNTP a-phosphate at which 
nucleophilic substitution takes place (46) . By contrast, the kinetically im
portant contribution of Asp705 is felt at a different step of the reaction ,  
perhaps the preceding conformational change (46; C M  Joyce, unpublished 
work) . 

Other residues in Klenow fragment that are important in accelerating the 
reaction include O1n849 (implicated by elemental effect measurements in 
the chemical step), Arg668, and Lys758 (46; M Astatke, CM Joyce, 
unpublished) . Although widely separated on the primary sequence, the side 
chains of these residues and the three important carboxylates are sufficiently 
close in the tertiary structure to define an active site. Gln849 is located on 
helix Q of Klenow fragment, which is structurally analogous to helix E of 
the p66 polymerase domain of reverse transcriptase (10,  37) (Figure 3) .  
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Arg668 , a residue that is invariant in the Pol I family of polymerases, is 
on a neighboring l3-hairpin that has no obvious counterpart in the reverse 
transcriptase structure. Lys758, an invariant residue in the sequence motif 
B of DNA-dependent polymerases (Figure 1; Refs. 7, 104), is located on 
helix 0 in the fingers subdomain of Klenow fragment. Although this region 
shows no structural resemblance to reverse transcriptase ( 10), mutagenesis 
data raise the possibility that the fingers subdomain of reverse transcriptase 
may also contribute a catalytically important lysine residue, Lys65 (44, 
105). 

The presence of a few highly conserved residues within the entire 
polymerase family could reflect a common active-site architecture, and 
mutagenesis experiments on polymerases for which no structural data are 
available lend additional support to this idea. Within the two-carboxylate 
motif C (Figure 1) ,  even conservative substitutions at the carboxylate 
positions cause a dramatic loss of activity in a variety of polymerases: 
several members of the DNA polymerase <X family (e.g.  Refs. 106-109), 
mammalian DNA polymerase � ( 110), and the RNA replicase of enceph
alomyocarditis virus ( 1 1 1). The effects of substitutions at the noncarboxylate 
positions in motif C are more variable (106, 107, 1 10) and may, in at least 
some cases , reflect the degree of structural disruption caused by the mutation 
(e.g. Ref. 1 12). 

In a similar way, mutagenesis studies on <1>29 and PRD I DNA polymerases 
(108, 1 13) and encephalomyocarditis virus RNA replicase ( 1 1 1) support the 
importance of the invariant aspartate of motif A. Surprisingly, however, 
mutation of the corresponding residue had little effect on the polymerase 
activity of human DNA polymerase <x, the prototype sequence for the <1>29 
and PRD I polymerases (83). Mutagenesis of the invariant lysine of motif 
B in PRD I DNA polymerase and T7 RNA polymerase suggests an important 
role for this side chain (49, 108). Other mutations within motifs A and B 
generally had less dramatic overall effects on polymerase activity,  but 
frequently affected the binding of dNTPs or nucleotide analogs (83-85, 
1 13), consistent with the idea, discussed above. that some of the residues 
in motifs A and B may be involved-either directly or indirectly-in 
positioning the dNTP. 

In summary, the available structural data together with mutagenesis studies 
in a variety of polymerases suggest a common polymerase active-site 
structure containing three crucial carboxylate side chains and probably also 
a lysine. Additional polar residues, e.g. Arg668 and Gln849 in Klenow 
fragment, may well be important, but their degree of conservation within 
the polymerase superfamily is at present unclear. There are many ways in 
which a constellation of polar side chains of this type could catalyze the 
polymerase reaction. One possibility, given the large number of active-site 
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carboxylates, is that these side chains serve to anchor a pair of divalent 
metal ions that promote catalysis by a mechanism (Figure l Ib) analogous 
to that described below for the 3 ' -5 '  exonuclease reaction (18 ,  41, 53,  114) . 
In this mechanism, one Mg2+ (number 1) would promote the deprotonation 
of the 3 '  hydroxyl of the primer strand, analogous to the role of metal A 
in the exonuclease active site. The other Mg2+ (number 2) would facilitate 
the formation of the pentacovalent transition state at the a-phosphate of the 
dNTP and the loss of pyrophosphate. Consistent with the idea of catalysis 
mediated by metal ions, crystallographic experiments have shown binding 
of Mg2+ and Mn2+ to Asp705 and Asp882 of Klenow fragment (LS Beese, 
TA Steitz, unpublished; Refs. to, 19). Despite the attractiveness of the 
two-metal-ion mechanism, the available evidence does not exclude related 
mechanisms in which the necessary deprotonation of the attacking 3 '  hy
droxyl is achieved by one of the active-site carboxylates acting as a general 
base. Clearly, a full understanding of the mechanism of catalysis is unlikely 
in the absence of structural data for a complex containing both substrates 
at the polymerase active site. 

In addition to understanding the mechanistic pathway of the polymerase 
reaction, it has long been a goal to describe polymerase fidelity in molecular 
terms. The effect on fidelity of mutations that alter the relative activities 
of the polymerase and editing functions is well understood (14) , but less 
is known about the two fidelity-determining processes that take place at the 
polymerase site, namely the discrimination against incorrect dNTPs in the 
insertion step and against further extension of a mismatched primer terminus .  
Biochemical studies on polymerase fidelity have suggested a model based 
on geometric criteria; the polymerase tolerates an incorrect substrate to a 
degree related to its resemblance to normal DNA geometry (14) . From this 
model one would predict that at least some of the residues that determine 
accuracy would be those responsible for positioning the dNTP or the primer 
terminus in the active site and that mutations in these residues would have 
a mutator or antimutator phenotype. Mutations that affect the fidelity of the 
polymerase reaction have been described for several DNA polymerases (e .g.  
83,  90, 115-119) . However, the absence of a large mutational database, 
particularly for polymerases whose structure is known, precludes a coherent 
molecular description of polymerase fidelity at present. Comparison of HIV-l 

( 

Figure 1 1  (a) The polymerase active-site region in HIV- l reverse transcriptase, showing the 
position of the 3' terminal dinucleotide of the primer strand, the trio of catalytic carboxylates 
(Asp l l O ,  Asp185, and AspI86), and Tyr 1 8 1  and Tyr188, which are involved in binding 
non-nucleoside inhibitors, such as Nevirapine. Reproduced from Ref. II. (b) A possible 
mechanism for the polymerase reaction, involving catalysis mediated by two divalent metal ions. 
For details see the text. Based on the conclusions of Burgers & Eckstein (91), a third Mg2+ is 
shown chelated by the dNTP j3 and 'I phosphates. Reproduced from Ref. 4 1 .  
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reverse transcriptase with Klenow fragment suggests one structural feature 
that may play a role in polymerase fidelity. HIV -1  reverse transcriptase has 
an exceptionally high rate of synthesis errors that appear to result from 
template-primer misalignments ( 120). It is tempting to speculate that the 
reverse transcriptase molecule with its more open DNA-binding cleft (Figure 
2) may be better able to accommodate the postulated misaligned interme
diates (37). 

OTHER ACTIVITIES PRESENT IN DNA POLYMERASES 

Many DNA polymerases also have nuclease activities, which are frequently 
part of the same polypeptide chain as the polymerase region. The available 
evidence suggests that the arrangement seen in the Klenow fragment and 
HIV-l reverse transcriptase structures, in which the nuclease active site is 
located on a separate structural domain, is widespread. Polymerases can 
therefore be thought of as made up of separate enzymatically active modules 
that appear in various combinations in the different polymerase families . 

3 '  -5 ' Exonuclease 

Many DNA polymerases (exemplified by Klenow fragment) have an asso
ciated 3'-5' exonuclease that acts in opposition to the direction of DNA 
synthesis and serves to remove, or proofread, polymerase errors ( 1 ) .  In 
most cases the 3'-5' exonuclease is part of the same polypeptide chain as 
the DNA polymerase, although DNA polymerase III of E. coli has its 
editing exonuclease as a separate subunit (e) within the core polymerase 
( 1 2 1) .  The preferred substrate for the exonuclease is single-stranded DNA 
( 122) , and crystallographic studies have demonstrated the molecular basis 
for this preference. Thus, when an eight-basepair duplex DNA was cocrys
tallized with Klenow fragment, four single-stranded nucleotides resulting 
from partial melting of the duplex were seen bound to the exonuclease 
active site in a binding pocket that is capable of binding single-stranded 
(but not duplex) DNA (53). Biochemical experiments using covalently 
crosslinked DNA duplexes have also shown a requirement for local melting 
at the 3 '  terminus (61) .  It has therefore been concluded that the DNA primer 
terminus is bound as a "frayed" or single-stranded end at the 3' -5' ex
onuclease active site, even when the enzyme is working on a duplex DNA 
substrate (53 ,  58) . 

The mechanism of the 3'-5' exonuclease reaction is probably the best 
understood of the reactions catalyzed by DNA polymerases, thanks to the 
availability of high-resolution structural data for crystalline complexes of 
Klenow fragment with the product (dNMP) or the substrate (a single-stranded 
DNA oligomer) bound at the exonuclease active site (9, 1 8 , 53). The amino 
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acid side chains that bind the metal ions and the deoxynuc1eotides , and thus 
fonn the active site, were identified from these structures (Figure 1 2a) , 
thereby providing the basis for a detailed mutagenesis study of their roles 
in the reaction (23 , 123). 

The structural and mutagenesis studies demonstrated that the major cata
lytic role in the 3'-5'  exonuclease reaction is played by a pair of divalent 
metal ions, A and B (Figure 12a) , 4 A apart, that are coordinated to the 
oxygens of the phosphodiester bond that is to be cleaved ( 18). In addition 
to the phosphate oxygen, metal A is bound to the protein in distorted 
tetrahedral geometry by the carboxylate groups of Asp355, Glu357 , and 
Asp501 .  Metal B has octahedral coordination; it shares the Asp355 ligand 
with the metal A site and is coordinated via bridging water molecules to 
Asp424. Crystallographic studies have indicated that both sites can be filled 
by Mg2+, Zn2+ , or Mn2+ in the presence of dNMP ( 1 8); likewise, bio
chemical studies have shown that any of these three metal ions alone can 
support the 3 ' -5 '  exonuclease reaction ( 124) . When Klenow fragment crystals 
were placed in a solution containing Mg2+ and Zn2+ , site A bound Zr?-+ 

and site B bound Mg2+ , as expected from the tetrahedral geometry of site 
A and the octahedral geometry of site B.  This may be indicative of the 
preferred combination of metal ions in vivo. Although spectroscopic data 
suggest the binding of a third metal ion at or close to the active site ( 125), 
no additional binding site has been observed crystallographically in either 
the substrate or the product complex using Mg2+ at concentrations up to 
10 mM ( 18) .  

Mutations of the aspartic acid side chains that serve as ligands to the 
metal ions (primarily Asp355 ,  Asp424, and Asp501)  were shown crystal
lographically to disrupt metal binding, and also caused dramatic decreases 
in 3' -5 ' exonuclease activity (23 , 1 23) . Since the mutations included one 
(D424A) that abolished binding of metal B (but not A) (23) , and one 
(D355A) that caused loss of metal A (but not B) ( 19), it is clear that both 
metal ions are required for the reaction .  Moreover, since mutations in the 
three aspartate ligands caused the largest decreases (> 104 fold) in ex
onuclease activity of any active-site mutation that has been tested ( 1 23), 
these two metal ions alone appear likely to play the central role in the 
chemistry of catalysis. 

Refinement of the structures of complexes having single-stranded DNA 
at the 3' -5' exonuclease active site gave a detailed view of substrate 
interactions and suggested a mechanism for catalysis of the exonuclease 
reaction (Figure 1 2b) ( 1 8) .  Since the stereochemistry of the reaction implies 
an associative in-line displacement (126) , the attacking nucleophile must 
approach the phosphodiester bond from the direction of Tyr497 . At 2 .6 A 
resolution, there is electron density consistent with an appropriately posi-
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tioned water molecule (or hydroxide ion) as the fifth ligand of the distorted 
tetrahedral coordination to metal A. Evidence from pH-dependence studies 
suggests that metal A, and not one of the protein side chains, serves to 
deprotonate the water molecule and facilitate nucleophilic attack (123). In 
addition to promoting formation of the nucleophile, the two metal ions 
probably accelerate the reaction by stabilizing the developing negative charge 
on the pentacovalent transition state or intermediate and by facilitating 
departure of the leaving group. Two-metal-ion catalysis of the type proposed 
for the 3 ' -5 ' exonuclease reaction may be a recurrent theme in phosphoryl 
transfer reactions . In addition to the likely parallels with the phosphoryl 
transfer reactions catalyzed by alkaline phosphatase (127), ribonuclease H 
(38, 39) , and by ribozymes ( 18 ,  53,  128, 1 29) , one cannot ignore the 
possibility (discussed above) that a similar catalytic mechanism may be used 
at the polymerase active site (18). 

The mutagenesis results suggest that active-site residues other than the 
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Figure 12 (a) Structure of the 3'-5' exonuclease active site containing a bound dinucleotide. 
The catalytically essential metal ions, A and B, are shown as large black balls. Other atoms are 
represented as smaller balls, with phosphorus black, and carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen represented 
by increasingly darker shades of gray. Water molecules are shown as smaller gray spheres. 
Reproduced from Ref. 18. (b) The proposed transition state for the 3'-5' exonuclease reaction. 
The mechanism is thought to involve catalysis mediated by the two bound divalent metal ions. 
Metal ion A facilitates the formation of the attacking hydroxide ion, whose lone-pair electrons 
are oriented towards the phosphorus by interactions with metal A, Tyr497, and Glu357. Metal 
ion B stabilizes the geometry and charge of the pentacovalent transition state and facilitates the 
departure of the 3 '  hydroxyl group. Reproduced from Ref. 18. 

aspartates at 355, 424, and 501 play an important but secondary role in the 
exonuclease reaction ( 123) . From the structural data, a probable role for 
these side chains is that of holding the DNA substrate and the attacking 
nucleophile in the correct orientation for efficient catalysis. In the complex 
with single-stranded DNA, Leu361 and Phe473 anchor the 3'-terminal two 
residues by stacking with the bases; Glu357 is hydrogen-bonded to the 
3 '  -hydroxyl as well as binding metal ion A, while Tyr497 and Glu357 may 
serve to orient the attacking nucleophile ( 18) .  A combination of polar 
interactions with the sugar-phosphate backbone and hydrophobic interactions 
with the nucleotide bases defines a binding pocket capable of binding 3-4 
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nucleotides of single-stranded DNA in a sequence-independent manner ( 18 ,  
53). This size i s  in good agreement with biochemical data indicating that 
the 3 '  -5 ' exonuclease of Klenow fragment requires the melting of 4 or 5 
terminal basepairs (61) ,  but raises questions about the energetics of such 
extensive melting. It has been suggested (19) that the bent configuration 
modeled for duplex DNA bound to the polymerase site (Figure 7) may 
serve to destabilize the duplex terminus and facilitate the melting necessary 
for the exonuclease reaction. Direct measurement by time-resolved fluores
cence spectroscopy indicates that the energetics of melting is indeed in an 
appropriate range, since a perfectly basepaired duplex DNA molecule 
partitions about 7: 1 in favor of the polymerase site (60) . 

Protein sequence alignments suggest strongly that a very similar 3 ' -5 '  
exonuclease active site will be found i n  all DNA polymerases that have an 
editing function, and preliminary structural data for the N-terminal 45-kDa 
domain of T4 DNA polymerase confirm this prediction (J Wang, P Yu, 
WH Konigsberg, TA Steitz, unpublished) . The important active-site residues 
identified in the Klenow fragment studies are conserved in all proofreading 
polymerases, while the rest of the protein scaffold within this region is very 
divergent. Although some homologies had previously been noted, Bemad 
et al ( 130) were the first to recognize that three sequence motifs (Exo I ,  
II, and III) were present in  the majority of DNA polymerase sequences .  
More recently, several groups have arrived independently at essentially 
identical adjustments to the alignment proposed by Bemad et al (6, 104 ,  
1 3 1 ,  1 32) . The three Exo sequence motifs parallel almost exactly the 
active-site residues described above. The Exo I motif contains the core 
sequence DXE, where the two acidic residues correspond to Asp355 and 
Glu357 of Klenow fragment. Exo II has the sequence NXz_3(FIY)D; in 
Klenow fragment the last residue is Asp424, and the motif is immediately 
preceded by Gln419,  whose side chain interacts with the penultimate 
phosphodiester bond of the DNA substrate (18,  53). The Exo III motif has 
the sequence YX3D, containing the active-site residues Tyr497 and Asp501 
in Klenow fragment. There is no obvious conservation of the active-site 
residues Leu361 (potentially part of the Exo I region) and Phe473,  although 
in the latter case several candidate aromatic residues could be proposed in 
the sequences between Exo II and Exo III. Perhaps the problem of anchoring 
the terminal base has been solved in different ways by different polymerases. 

In the absence of structural data, the validity of the above sequence 
alignments in predicting active-site residues has been borne out by site-di
rected mutagenesis studies; the majority of these (exemplified by references 
98 , 130, 1 3 1 ,  133-135) involved mutation of one or both of the invariant 
carboxylate residues in the Exo I motif, although a few studies have 
addressed the importance of residues in Exo II and/or Exo III (130, 1 33-1 37). 
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Despite the overall similarity implied by the conservation of active-site 
residues, individual polymerases have very different rates for the 3 '  -5 ' 
exonuclease reaction (e.g .  Refs . 99, 123, 1 38). This is true even when 
comparing the rates of degradation of single-stranded DNA and thus avoiding 
complications due to the need for melting at a duplex terminus. Since the 
available kinetic data do not establish with certainty that the observed rate 
in every case indicates the rate of chemical catalysis, it remains to be seen 
whether the differences in rate reflect structural differences at the exonuclease 
active site. 

In Klenow fragment, the polymerase and exonuclease active sites are 
located about 30 A apart on separate structural domains. Moreover, in 
Klenow fragment and a number of other polymerases, point mutations at 
one active site usually have a negligible effect on the other (23 , 98 , 107 , 

108, 123,  130, 137 ,  139) , implying that this arrangement of separate and 
independent active sites is widespread. Exceptions, such as the DNA 
polymerase from herpes simplex virus , where the two activities cannot be 
cleanly separated by mutation ( 140) , are rare, and the underlying structural 
causes are unclear at present. Although the two catalytic sites usually behave 
independently of one another, the available evidence suggests that DNA
binding functions are shared between polymerase and exonuclease domains .  
Even in E .  coli DNA polymerase III, where the E subunit i s  independently 
active as an exonuclease ( 121) ,  the activity of E is enhanced, particularly 
on duplex DNA, by assembly with the polymerase subunit, 0. (141) .  In 
Klenow fragment, the structural data place duplex DNA in a cleft between 
polymerase and exonuclease domains ( 19); moreover, the polymerase domain 
contributes the contact residue His660, which interacts with single-stranded 
DNA bound at the exonuclease site ( 1 8 ,  53). Experiments with the separate 
domains of Klenow fragment are consistent with idea of a mutual reliance 
of one domain on the other for DNA-binding functions (although other 
explanations have not been ruled out) . Thus, removal of the exonuclease 
domain weakens duplex DNA binding to the polymerase (22, 142), while 
removal of the polymerase domain leaves an exonuclease domain with no 
detectable enzymatic or single-stranded DNA-binding activity ( 124) . 

Despite the physical separation of polymerase and 3 '-5 ' exonuclease active 
sites , these two activities must cooperate functionally to proofread polymer
ase errors . The interplay between the single-stranded DNA-binding properties 
of the exonuclease region and the duplex DNA binding associated with the 
polymerase site provides a straightforward structural rationale for the editing 
process (53 , 143). Thus, editing by the 3'-5' exonuclease is determined by 
the single-stranded character of the primer terminus, which favors its binding 
to the associated single-stranded DNA-binding site. Detailed studies of the 
exonuclease activity of T4 and T7 polymerases demonstrate how an increas-
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ing number of terminal mismatches favor the exonuclease reaction both by 
increasing the proportion of termini in a "frayed" configuration and by 
accelerating the melting process that converts a duplex molecule into a 
substrate for the exonuclease (15 ,  99, 138).  At the same time, the polymerase 
active site plays a role in enhancing the effectiveness of the editing process. 
Not only is a mispaired terminus preferred over a correctly paired terminus 
as a substrate for the exonuclease, it is also a very poor substrate for further 
rounds of dNTP addition at the polymerase site ( 15 ,  144, 145). This delay 
increases the time window for editing of a mismatch and allows even the 
slow 3 '-5' exonuclease of Klenow fragment to serve as an effective proof
reader. Because the efficiency of editing is determined by a physical property 
(notably, the tendency to melt or fray) of the DNA, effective editing of a 
polymerase error can be achieved even if the DNA product travels from 
polymerase to exonuclease site via dissociation. Consistent with this pre
diction, both intermolecular and intramolecular transfers between active sites 
have been observed (e.g. 99, 138,  146, 147), as a natural consequence of 
the balance between the rates of DNA dissociation and of the reactions 
under consideration (which, in tum, may be related to the in vivo function 

of a particular enzyme) . 

Ribonuclease H 

The ribonuclease H activity associated with retroviral reverse transcriptases 
acts as an endonuclease (148, 149) to degrade the viral RNA template 
during (-)  strand DNA synthesis. Additionally, though beyond the scope 
of this review, RNase H participates in a series of strand-transfer reactions 
that are necessary for the complete cycle of retroviral replication ( 150--152). 
The structure of the RNase H domain of HIV -1  reverse transcriptase has 
been solved at 2.4 A resolution from the isolated domain (38) and at 2 .9  
A resolution in  the context of  the heterodimer (10,  37) . The isolated RNase 
H domain, from Tyr427 to the C-terminus , has exactly the same structure 
as in the heterodimer except for a small loop at the active site containing 
His539, which is disordered only in the isolated domain ( 10) . A comparison 
(38) of the structure of the HIV-l  RNase H domain with that of E. coli 
RNase H (39, 40) shows that they are very similar in terms of the overall 
fold and location of secondary structure elements , as well as the position 
of active-site residues (see below). An important difference is that the E. 
coli enzyme has an insertion of some 15 residues , 6 of which are basic, 
which form an additional a helix at the surface of the protein. It has been 
suggested (40, 1 53) that this basic protrusion on the E. coli enzyme forms 
part of the nucleic acid-binding site, contacting the RNA template strand 
about 10 residues 5 '  to the catalytic site. This location is similar to the 
contacts proposed between the mv - 1  reverse transcriptase heterodimer and 
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a DNA-RNA duplex ( 10) , although in  reverse transcriptase the contacts are 
provided by residues from the polymerase domain.  The structural compar
isons therefore suggest that the polymerase domain of HIV- l reverse 
transcriptase provides an important part of the nucleic acid-binding site for 
the RNase H reaction and also stabilizes the active-site loop containing 
His539. Either or both of these functions could be the reason why the 
isolated p15  RNase H domain is only weakly active (27) unless reconstituted 
with p5 1 ( 154) . Interestingly, the RNase H region of Moloney murine 
leukemia virus contains sequences similar to the additional basic region in 
E. coli RNase H and, in contrast to the situation in HIV-l reverse trans
criptase, the murine retroviral RNase H is active as an isolated domain 
( 155). 

The RNase H domain consists of a five-stranded l3-sheet flanked on each 
side by a-helices. On this l3-sheet are four carboxylate residues (three Asp, 
one GIu) that are conserved among all RNase H sequences ( 156) . Muta
genesis studies of HIV-l  reverse transcriptase and E. coli RNase H indicate 
that at least three of these carboxylates are crucial for RNase H activity 
( 157-159) . In the structure of the HIV-l RNase H domain, the conserved 
carboxylates are seen to bind two Mn2+ ions spaced 4 A apart, inviting 
comparison with the 3 '-5 ' exonuclease active site of Klenow fragment. In 
fact, there is substantial structural similarity in the active-site regions of 
these two nucleases, although the overall topology of folding implies that 
they do not share a common evolutionary ancestor. As shown in Figure 
1 3 ,  it is possible to superimpose three of the conserved carboxylates ,  the 
two metal ions, and a substantial region of the surrounding l3-strand scaffold 
in the two structures (37). The superposition implies a correspondence 
between Asp443, Glu478 , and Asp549 of HIV - 1  reverse transcriptase and, 
respectively, Asp355 , Asp424, and Asp501 of Klenow fragment. The 
suggested equivalence between Asp549 (reverse transcriptase) and Asp501 
(Klenow fragment) may explain why the homologous residue in E. coli 
RNase H, Asp 1 34, seems to be dispensable for enzymatic activity even 
though this residue is conserved in all RNase H sequences ( 156) . The 
analysis of the role of Asp134 in E. coli RNase H made use of an asparagine 
substitution that had no effect on the enzymatic reaction ( 159); the same 
substitution at position 501 of Klenow fragment was likewise without effect,  
although alanine or glutamate substitutions caused dramatic decreases in 
exonuclease activity (123). Thus, for RNase H,  just as for the Klenow 
fragment 3 '  -5 ' exonuclease, the requirement at this position may be merely 
for a metal ligand of the correct stereochemistry. 

As in the Klenow fragment 3' -5 ' exonuclease, mutational analysis of the 
RNase H active site suggests that the most important side chains are the 
carboxylates, implying a central role in catalysis for the metal ions to which 
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they serve as ligands . In addition to the carboxylates,  there are three residues 
(Ser, His, and Asn) that are conserved in all retroviral and bacterial RNase 
H sequences ( 156). Although these side chains are located at the RNase H 
active site, mutations at these positions have much less effect than mutations 
in the carboxylates, and it has been suggested that these residues may play 
some role in substrate binding ( 159-161) .  Indeed, model building of an 
RNA-DNA substrate suggests that His539 may interact with the phosphate 
backbone (J Jager, TA Steitz, unpublished) . The apparent structural simi
larity between the 3'-5'  exonuclease and RNase H active sites, together with 
the necessity for a similar reaction pathway (both cleave so as to leave a 
5 '  phosphate product), suggests that RNase H also may use a two-metal-ion 
catalytic mechanism (38 , 39) , as described for the 3'-5 '  exonuclease (Figure 
1 2b) . While the observation of two bound metal ions, with the appropriate 
spacing, in the HlV-1 RNase H domain structure (38) provides good evidence 
for such a mechanism, the presence of only a single magnesium ion in the 
E. coli RNase H structure (40) has been taken as evidence for the related 
reaction mechanism in which the necessary deprotonation of the attacking 
water molecule is facilitated by one of the carboxylates acting as a general 
base ( 162). However, it is also possible that the putative second metal site 
in the E. coli enzyme could be obstructed by basic residues from a 
neighboring molecule (39, 40) . Alternatively, as is the case with the 3 '-5 ' 
exonuclease, binding of substrate or product may be required for occupancy 
of the second metal site by Mg2+ (37). Only Mn2+ binds to both metal 
sites of the 3' -5' exonuclease in the absence of a bound phosphate at the 
cleavage site ( 1 8) .  

The recently determined NMR structure of an RNA-DNA hybrid ( 1 63) 
has provided a possible mechanism whereby RNase H may discriminate 
among RNA-RNA, RNA-DNA, and DNA-DNA duplexes in its cleavage 
specificity. The minor groove of the A-form RNA-DNA duplex is narrower 
than that of RNA-RNA, though wider than the B-form DNA-DNA minor 
groove . Fedoroff et al ( 163) suggest that only this narrower A-form phosphate 
backbone spacing will fit into the RNase H active site. 

The structure of HIV-I reverse transcriptase shows polymerase and RNase 
H activities located on separate structural domains, with about 60 A distance 
between the two active sites. Although inhibition studies (164) and the 
properties of many point mutants (e.g. 44, 157) suggest that the two active 
sites are functionally distinct, there is clearly a substantial degree of 
communication between the domains. Thus, attempts to separate the two 
activities genetically using deletion and insertion mutations were largely 
unsuccessful ( 165-167) . By contrast, the polymerase and RNase H activities 
of the reverse transcriptase of Moloney murine leukemia virus seem much 
more independent since they can be cleanly separated both by subcloning 
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Figure 13 Stereo representation of a least-squares overlap of the 3'-5' exonuclease domain of 
Klenow fragment (thin lines) with the RNase H domain of HIV-I reverse transcriptase (thick 
lines) . The superposition was carried out by flrst overlapping the C� atoms of the three pairs of 
matching carboxylic acid residues and the two pairs of metal ions, and was then extended to 
include 37 ell atoms from each structure in the three-stranded j3-sheet and a short section of the 
IX-helix. The RNase H metal ions are shown as black circles and those of the 3'-5' exonuclease 
as lightly shaded circles. Reproduced from Ref. 37. 

and by linker-insertion mutagenesis ( 155). As already discussed, some of 
the differences between these two reverse transcriptases may be due to a 
greater requirement in the HIV-l RNase H reaction for substrate contacts 
provided by the polymerase domain.  Additionally, a large area of the reverse 
transcriptase molecule is involved in the dimerization interface, and muta
tions that affect these interactions would be likely to influence reactions at 
both active sites. Consistent with this idea, recent experiments with the 

reverse transcriptase of Moloney murine leukemia virus have shown that, 
in spite of the apparent independence of the two activities in this system, 
some RNase H-defective mutations exert subtle effects on the polymerase 
reaction by interfering with dimerization (34). 

The mechanism of retroviral reverse transcription requires that the two 
separate active sites cooperate so as to achieve degradation of the original 
viral RNA template as the (-)  strand DNA is synthesized, and raises 
questions about the temporal and spatial relationship of the two activities. 
As noted in an earlier section, the 19-nucleotide distance between the RNase 
H cleavage position and the primer terminus is in good agreement with 
model-building of an A-form DNA-RNA hybrid onto the reverse trans
criptase structure (Figure 8a) . Moreover, the demonstration that both reac-
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tions can occur during a single processive cycle of DNA synthesis (64) is 
consistent with this model, which allows simultaneous placement of the 
DNA primer terminus at the polymerase active site and the RNA template 
phosphodiester backbone at the RNase H active site. Although it is clear 
that both activities can take place during a single polymerase-nucleic acid 
encounter (64) , the available evidence argues against a tight or obligatory 
coupling between them (63 , 1 68). More likely, the sequence of reactions 
that takes place will be determined by the relative rates of the polymerase 
and RNase H reactions in relation to dissociation of the complex ( 169) . An 
elegant experiment, showing complementation between a polymerase-defec
tive and an RNase H-defective reverse transcriptase, argues against any 
strict requirement that the two activities be physically coupled, even in vivo 
( 170) . 

5 ' -3 '  Exonuclease 

Most of the Pol I family of enzymes have an associated 5 ' -3' exonuclease 
activity specific for double-stranded DNA. In the bacterial DNA polymerase 
I enzymes, this activity is part of the same polypeptide chain as the 
polymerase. By contrast, bacteriophages T4, TS, and T7 encode essentially 
the same enzymatic activity in a separate polypeptide ( 171-173). In several 
cases, these enzymes have been shown to have RNase H activity with the 
same 5 '-3' polarity ( 1 7 1 ,  174--176), an observation that fits well with the 
in vivo requirement for removal of RNA primers during lagging-strand DNA 
replication. It seems likely that some eukaryotic and viral polymerases may 
have similar 5 ' -3 ' exonuclease activities, either covalently attached to the 
polymerase (177) or as an associated subunit ( 178).  

The conventionally used term "5 '-3 ' exonuclease" is an inaccurate de
scription of the activity of these enzymes. As was originally shown for E .  

coli DNA polymerase I (179), and more recently for several thermophilic 
DNA polymerases (175),  the preferred substrate is a displaced 5 '  end of 
the type that could be generated by strand-displacement synthesis . Cleavage 
takes place at or close to the junction between the single-stranded and 
duplex DNA, though it seems likely that the enzyme requires a free 5 '  end 
for access to the substrate ( 175).  The term "structure-specific endonuclease" 
is therefore a better description of this enzymatic activity. Specificity for a 
particular substrate structure seems to be intrinsic to the nuclease and not 
to require presentation of the substrate by an associated polymerase, since 
both the isolated exonuclease domain of E. coli DNA polymerase I and the 
T7 exonuclease showed similar rates and positions of cleavage on model 
substrates as did a polymerase-associated 5 '-3' exonuclease (175, 179). A 
strong inference from both these model studies is that the well-known 
stimulation of the 5'-3'  exonuclease by polymerase action may be due to 
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production of the preferred substrate and need not imply any physical or 
temporal coupling between the two activities. 

The lack of structural data for any 5' -3 ' exonuclease precludes any 
definitive conclusions on structure-function relationships, but protein se
quence alignments and mutational studies provide some tantalizing clues. 
Characterization of 5 '  -3 ' exonuclease-proficient amber fragments of E. coli 
DNA polymerase I indicates that the exonuclease active site must be within 
the fIrst 297 residues of the protein ( 1 80) . Alignment of the protein sequences 
of six 5 '  -3 ' exonuclease regions from bacterial polymerases and four bac
teriophage 5'-3'  exonucleases indicates six highly conserved sequence motifs 
containing 14 invariant amino acids ( 181 ) .  Nine of these invariant residues 
are acidic , inviting the speculation that the 5' -3 '  exonuclease, like the other 
enzymatic activities so far described, may require the coordination of divalent 
metal ions at the active site. A conservative mutation, D 13N, at one of the 
invariant residues in E. coli DNA polymerase I results in a dramatic decrease 
in 5'-3'  exonuclease activity (CM Joyce, unpublished data) . Intriguingly, 
the sequence surrounding Asp 13  (IL VDGSSY) is quite similar to the 
sequence in E. coli RNase H that contains the active-site residue Aspl 0  
(IFfDGSCL) . Inspection of the 5 '  -3 ' exonuclease sequence alignment does 
not, however, suggest any obvious counterparts to the other carboxylates, 
Glu48 and Asp70, that have been shown to be important for RNase H 
activity ( 1 59) . 

An entirely different structural question concerns the way in which the 
5 '  -3 ' exonuclease domain fits together with the Klenow fragment structure; 
this question should be resolved by the ongoing structural studies on Taq 
polymerase (Y-S Kim, TA Steitz , unpublished data) . The polymerase active 
site, at the base of a cleft, and the 5 '  -3 ' exonuclease active site, on an 
independent structural domain, must necessarily be separated in space, and 
yet the two must work together in vivo so as to leave a ligatable nick. The 
way in which this cooperation is achieved poses some intriguing mechanistic 
questions .  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The available evidence leads us to predict that the common polymerase 
active-site architecture observed in the three published polymerase structures 
will be widespread, perhaps universal, within the polymerase superfamily. 
The major global differences between individual polymerases can be attrib
uted to additional functions that are assembled onto the polymerase core, 
frequently in a modular fashion. Obvious examples are the various nuclease 
modules (described above) that are present in particular polymerase families. 
Additionally, some polymerases contain subdomains responsible for the 
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protein-protein interactions that allow assembly of large multisubunit repli
cative complexes, whose overall molecular properties appear very different 
from those of the simple polymerase modules that are their functional core. 
Finally, there is suggestive, though by no means conclusive, evidence that 
the phosphoryl transfer reactions catalyzed by polymerases and their asso
ciated nucleases may share a common mechanism of catalysis mediated by 
divalent metal ions. 
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